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By David Quammen

W. W. Norton & Company. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 352 pages. Dimensions:
8.2in. x 5.5in. x 1.0in.David Quammen is simply the best natural essayist working today. --Tim Cahill,
author of Lost in My Own Backyard Lively writing about science and nature depends less on the
offering of good answers, I think, than on the offering of good questions, said David Quammen in
the original introduction to Natural Acts. For more than two decades, he has stuck to that credo. In
this updated version of curiosity leads him from New Mexico to Romania, from the Congo to the
Amazon, asking questions about mosquitoes (what are their redeeming merits), dinosaurs (how did
they change the life of a dyslexic Vietnam vet), and cloning (can it save endangered species). This
revised and expanded edition best-loved Natural Acts columns, which first appeared in Outside
magazine in the early 1980s, and includes recent pieces such as Planet of Weeds, an influential new
Natural Acts is an eye-opening journey that will please both Quammen fans and newcomers to his
work. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La
Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

Undoubtedly, this is actually the greatest job by any author. This can be for those who statte there was not a worthy of studying. I am delighted to inform
you that this is actually the greatest publication i actually have read within my very own daily life and could be he greatest book for ever.
-- Per r y Reing er-- Per r y Reing er

It becomes an amazing book which i actually have at any time study. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at at any
time of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for regarding should you request me).
-- Rosina  Schowa lter  V-- Rosina  Schowa lter  V
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